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Overview    
The Harmonized Landsat and Sentinel-2 (HLS) is a NASA initiative to produce a Virtual 

Constellation (VC) of surface reflectance (SR) data from the Operational Land Imager (OLI) and 
MultiSpectral Instrument (MSI) onboard the Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 remote sensing satellites, 
respectively. The data from these satellites creates unprecedented opportunities for timely and 
accurate observation of Earth status and dynamics at moderate (<30 m) spatial resolution every 
2-3 days.  

The Ag-Analytics provides the service which a user can provide a polygon in specific formats in 
additional with more customized options to retrieve the dynamics of their land at various times for 
Landsat from 2013 and Sentinel-2 from 2015 calendar years. Additionally, this service also 
provides information on cloud cover, statistics, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index in 
addition to MSI bands information.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

  
  
  
  
   
  
API 
Specifications  
Header Parameters  
Execute Type: POST  

content-type: multipart/form-data  

Ocp-Apim-Subscription-Key: Given upon purchase.   

This key is necessary to access the API and should be passed as a Header   



 

 

Request Parameters  
aoi (geometry, file/text, required ): The structure of the geometry can be one of the following.  

1. JSON geometry objects returned by the arcgis rest api, (file/text)  
2. GEOJSON (file/text)  
3. Shapefile (file)  
4. Raster of tiff extension (file) 

   
Band (Spectral band name, list, required ) : Provide the list of HLS Spectral band names to 

retrieve for given aoi  

● Currently Supporting: Red, Green, Blue, NDVI, Coastal Aerosol, NIR  

 

Startdate (Date, mm/dd/yyyy, optional): Enter the starting date to capture the details from 

Landsat/Sentinel-2  

● Year in Startdate for Landsat should start from 2013   

● Year in Startdate for Sentinel should start from 2015   

● Note Startdate and Enddate both should be given, In the absence of other the service 
retrieves the latest information available on the land.  

  



  
 

 

Enddate (Date, mm/dd/yyyy, optional): Enter the end date to capture the details from  
Landsat/Sentinel-2  

● Year in Enddate for Landsat can be till current year   

● Year in Enddate for Sentinel can be till current year   

● Note Startdate and Enddate both should be given, In the absence of other the service 
retrieves the latest information available on the land.  

satellite (Type of satellite, text, optional):  Landsat or Sentinel. Default (Landsat)  
 
legendtype (To display ranges, text, optional): Relative/Absolute. Default (Relative)  
 
resolution (cellsize in meters, float, optional): Default (0.0001)  
 
flatten_data (integer, boolean, optional): Flatten data which has list of Xcoord, Ycoord and Values 
for each band in the output. If 1 flattendata is returned. Default Value 0  
 
statistics (int, boolean, optional): To return features of the output tif file. If 0 features won’t be 
shown. Default Value 1  
  
return_tif (int, optional): To return the downloadable link to output raster. If 0 downloadable link will 
not be returned. Default Value 1  
 
projection (text, optional): Enter the projection for the result raster. Default is the projection of aoi.  

 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

Response Parameters  
 download_url:  

● URL to download result raster (.tif) file flattendtext:  

● An array of Xcoord, Ycoord, Values from the tif files  
● E.g. [ [list of Xcoord], [list of Ycoord], [Band Values] ]  

tiledate  (mm/dd/yyyy):  

● The tile dates from where the band values are retrieved.  

 Tilenames 

• :list the blob names used from the azure storage container 

 features:  

● An array of features from the database. Each feature will have “attributes” 
corresponding to the requested fields.  

 features.attributes.CellSize (resolution):  
● Resolution of result Geotiff file in meters  

 features.attributes.CoordinateSystem:  
● Coordinate System of the result raster   

 features.attributes.Extent:  
● Extents of the result raster  

  

features.attributes.Legend (list):  
● Legend gives the following details for each range of values  

i. Area: Area covered in percentage  
ii. Count: number of pixels from the result raster in that 

range  
iii. CountAllPixels: total number of pixels in the result raster 
iv. Max: Maximum value in the range  
v. Min: Minimum value in the range  
vi. Mean: Mean value in the range  
vii. color: Hexa color used for the range of values   

  
features.attributes.Matrix (list [rows, columns])  
features.attributes.Max (number):    Maximum value from the result raster  

features.attributes.Min (number):      Minimum value from the result raster  

features.attributes.Mean (number):  Average value from the result raster  

features.attributes.Percentile5 (number):  5th percentile value from result raster  

features.attributes.Percentile95 (number):  95th percentile value from result raster  

features.attributes.pngb64(link):  base64png image of the result raster with legend entries  

 



  
 

Example 
Request/Response  
Request  

  

 

  

 

  



 

Response  
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